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Looks  like  things  are  getting  good  with  celebrity  couple
Taylor Swift and Calvin Harris. The two were seen together at
a Grammy’s afterparty after Swift won three awards at the star
studded event on February 15th. The couple have been in a
celebrity  relationship  now  for  10  months  and  were  seen
chatting with other party goers and enjoying the events of the
evening’s after party.
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It seems this celebrity couple is
still going strong! What are some
ways  to  show  off  your  new
relationship to family and friends?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you have a new beau, you want to show them off to
everyone that you love in life! But, you want to make sure you
introduce  them  in  the  best  way  possible.  Here  are  some
suggestions to show off your new love interest:

1.  Have  your  partner  introduce  themselves:  Call  it  “old
fashioned,” but friends and family will appreciate the effort!
Plus, your partner will look good introducing themselves and
socializing with those who are important in your life.

Related Link: Expert Dating Advice: How To Impress Her Dad

2. Plan a mini vacay: Nothing says “Come and meet my new
beau,” like taking a trip with your friends, family and new
partner on a little trip. Even if it’s just to the beach, it
gives  great  opportunity  for  you  to  show  off  your  new
relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Taylor Swift and Calvin Harris

3. Host a dinner party: Having a quiet, intimate gathering at
your house or a favorite restaurant with your friends and
family is a great way to show off your new relationship. Who
wouldn’t want to socialize over bread and butter?

What  are  some  ways  that  you’ve  showed  off  your  new
relationship to friends and family? Share your love advice in
the comments below!
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